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EXPERTISE
Our expertise comes from our experience. Forty years in outdoor identification has given us a deep 
understanding on the impact of proper identification. We are confident in our ability to customize, innovate 
and standardize solutions that fit your needs. With years of research, thorough testing and proven results, 
we know Electromark can deliver a reliable solution to you.

QUALITY MATERIALS
Durability is the most important trait to look for in a material. Poorly suited material use can result in 
improper hazard awareness and end with someone getting seriously injured or killed.  For this reason, we 
have scoured and continue to search the marketplace for the best utility-centric products and materials that 
hold up to demanding outdoor environments and meet or surpass relevant industry compliance 
requirements like, OSHA, ANSI, NEMA, UL, ISO, ASTM and CSA. We have led the marketplace in innovation 
and continue to showcase superior products, like Metalphoto.

TRUSTWORTHY SERVICE
When we say that we are “Your Outdoor Identification Experts”, we mean every word. Our job is to help you 
find a solution that alerts, protects and informs the community, contractors and employees. We don’t push 
product, we provide solutions that will improve safety and the reliability of your services.

Call 1-800-295-8247 or Visit www.electromark.com1
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TRANSFORMER SOLUTIONS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

Comply with the relevant standards and regulations by 
reviewing the ones that apply to the proper label requirements 
for a padmount transformer.  (Pg. 3)  

Regulation Compliance

Make it easier for people to access vital transformer 
information by labeling your transformer with KVA, PCB and 
fault indicator labels.  (Pg. 9-11)  

Transformer 
Information Labels

NO
PCBs

Keep track of specific transformers 
through asset identification. (Pg. 7-8)  

Asset Identification 13

Checklist For An 
Effective Label   (Pg. 13-14)  

COL135-W-RE-X32 100-130-506
Electromark

Hazard Labels & 
Non-Hazard Labels 
Alert people to the dangers of tampering with transformers
with hazard labels. Use notice labels to inform people of 
maintenance issues like shrub management requirements. 
Make sure the messages for both hazard and notice labels 
are clear, concise and put on reliable, long-lasting 
materials. (Pg. 4-7)  

WARNING

Customer owned distributed
generation at this location
is a possible source of
backfeed. Follow
appropriate Lockout/
Tagout procedures.
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Cable Markers 
Mark cables for instant and safe cable 
identification. (Pg. 12) 
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MARKING YOUR TRANSFORMER

COMPLYING WITH OSHA
OSHA and ANSI specify that safety labels and signs must indicate and define specific hazards that, without 
identification, may lead to accidental injury to workers, customers or the general public. OSHA sign 
specifications are stated in standard 1910.145. 

COMPLYING WITH NESC
Part: 3 Section: 38 Rule 381 G2: When accessing exposed live parts over 600 V a hazard safety sign or label 
should be visible when the locked door, cover or barrier is opened or removed.
 
Part: 4 Section: 41 Rule: 411 D requires the use of the 2007 ANSI Z535 standard, the NESC is currently 
under revision for the 2017 edition. The new updates will include a requirement for a newer version of the
ANSI, Z535 2011 version. 

Padmount Transformer Solutions
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WARNING CAUTION
Use for imminent 
hazards which if 
not avoided, will 
result in death or 
serious injury 
(for extreme
 situations)

Use for potentially
hazardous situations 
that if not avoided, 
could result in 
death or serious 
injury

Use for potentially 
hazardous situations 
that may result in 
minor or moderate 
injury

Use to state 
company policy 
directly or indirectly 
related to the safety 
of personnel or 
protection of 
property. Do not 
use in place of a 
hazardous message

Use for general 
instructions relative 
to safe work practices 
or indicate the 
location of safety 
equipment. Do not 
use in place of a 
hazardous message

Inside and outside 
of a padmount 
transformer 

Outside of padmount 
transformer and can 
be used on the 
interior depending 
on the hazard 
potential

Not often used on 
the exterior of a 
transformer, but can
be used on both the
exterior and interior 
depending on the 
hazard potential

Use for shrub 
management labels 
outside of 
transformer 

Not used directly 
on a padmount 
transformer, but can 
be used to identify 
where maintenance 
equipment is located 
(hot stick, protective 
gear…)

DANGER NOTICE EMERGENCY

CAUTION
Keep 36”
Working Space
in Front of Panel

ACCEPTABLE USE:

Can shock, burn, or
cause death.
If found open or
unlocked, please call
Electromark 800-295-8247.

Hazardous Voltage
Inside

Keep Out!

DANGER
Please do not place shrubbery
or obstructions within 10 feet of
this side of cabinet so we may
operate and maintain this
equipment safely. Please call
Electromark 1-800-295-8247. 

Electric Equipment
Keep Out! Emergency

phone
911 only

EMERGENCY
WARNING

Customer owned distributed
generation at this location
is a possible source of
backfeed. Follow
appropriate Lockout/
Tagout procedures.
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TRANSFORMER LABELS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

SUN AND RAIN DAMAGE
Over time labels can fade, chalk, crack and peel as a result of exposure 
to UV, weather cycles, road salt and more. The example on the left 
shows a weathered label that deteriorated over 8 years. Use materials 
that have a high UV resistance like Duracryl® and Engineer Grade.

HEAT AGING
Less expensive vinyl films embrittle. The materials chosen for a 
padmount transformer need to be able to withstand higher heat 
thresholds and surface temperature fluctuations. Use materials like 
polyester, Duracryl® and Engineer Grade reflective for better outdoor 
and color retention. 

VANDAL DESTRUCTION
Transformers are subject to vandalism where people may try to 
pick at or remove labels from equipment. Choose a frangible 
material that comes off in tiny fragments and makes removal a  
difficult, tedious process.

APPLIED INCORRECTLY
Labels do not reach full adhesion to dirty, oxidized or rusty surfaces. 
Make sure to prepare the surface prior to applying the label to ensure 
it is securely adhered to the transformer. When applying the label, use 
the label liner to avoid touching the adhesive thus, preserving the 
tackiness of the label.

Why do transformer labels fail?
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MATERIAL

ELECTROMARK Preferred Label Materials for Transformers

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Transformer Exterior Duracryl®

Retro-reflective

Transformer Interior Polyester

Asset ID Metalphoto

REASON
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Vandal-resistant: with attempted removal the label will come off 
in tiny fragments, making removal a difficult, tedious process
UV resistance extends the life of the label against the sun

Day and nighttime visibility
Tamper-resistant
Comes in three different grades of reflectivity to choose from:
Engineer Grade, High Intensity, and SunBright®

Chemical, heat, and dirt resistant
Withstands internal transformer temperature conditions

Durable, long-lasting material with an adhesive option
Resistant to abrasion extreme temperatures, UV, chemicals 
and solvents
Clear, sealed images deliver readable barcodes for 30 years
outdoors

Asset ID or Safety Label

TRANSFORMER HAZARD LABELS
Constant exposure to fluctuating temperatures and weather 
conditions can be harsh on transformer labels. We have chosen 
and tested materials that will fit your labeling requirements. 

The NESC (National Electric Safety Code) specifies standards that 
follow ANSI Z535 for label design. Our knowledgeable sales and 
support team will ensure your labels meet these regulations. 

Can shock, burn, or
cause death.
If found open or
unlocked, please call
Electromark 800-295-8247.

Hazardous Voltage
Inside

Keep Out!

DANGER

Padmount Transformer Solutions

HAZARD & NON-HAZARD LABELS

Other Available Materials

APPLICATION GOOD BETTER
Transformer Exterior Duracryl®Calendered Vinyl Polyester
Transformer Interior Calendered Vinyl Acrylic or Cast Vinyl

BEST

Polyester

Call 1-800-295-8247 or Visit www.electromark.com5



Padmount Transformer Solutions

HAZARD & NON-HAZARD LABELS

BACKFEED HAZARD LABELS
Renewable energy systems are being installed at an 
increasing rate. Forewarn maintenance or emergency 
workers of voltage backfeed risks from cogeneration 
or secondary systems.  

WARNING ADVERTENCIA
Keep Out!
Hazardous voltage.
Can shock, burn, or
cause death.
If open or unlocked immediately
call us at
800-295-8247.

Manténgase Afuera!
Voltaje peligroso.
Causa choque, quemadura
o muerte.
Si se encuentra abierto o sin llave,
llamme immediatamenta a
800-295-8247.

BILINGUAL LABELS
A label is not effective if a growing percentage of 
people cannot understand the message. Labels 
should reach the widest audience possible. In some 
geographical locations this means having bilingual 
labels. We offer stock products in English-Spanish 
and English-French. Send us your translated 
message for custom labels and we will put it in the 
proper ANSI format. 

SHRUB MANAGEMENT LABELS
Residential customers are often tempted to dress 
up highly visible transformers with shrubs. While 
disguising a transformer is more aesthetically 
pleasing for the customer, it creates access issues 
for maintenance and delays immediate response 
to an outage. Educate customers about 
transformer entry and work space needs with 
shrub maintenance labels.

Please do not place shrubbery
or obstructions within 10 feet of
this side of cabinet so we may
operate and maintain this
equipment safely. Please call
Electromark 1-800-295-8247. 

Electric Equipment
Keep Out!
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WARNING

Customer owned distributed
generation at this location
is a possible source of
backfeed. Follow
appropriate Lockout/
Tagout procedures.

COL135-W-RE-X32 100-130-506

DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION

BACKFEED POSSIBLE

Electromark
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COMBO DANGER/NOTICE

X
.002” ACRYLIC

.002” ACRYLIC OVER-LAM
RED, BLUE, BLACK, WHITE

A2
4/27/06

LS

STOCK

SHOCK-COMBO

REV 1, 11/26/08-UPDATE TO ANSI LEGEND
CUSTOM LABELS
Stock labels are available but custom labels can be 
more effective. A company logo and number on a 
label tells customers and passersby who they 
should contact if a transformer is damaged or 
shows evidence of tampering. Customers are often 
the first people to alert electric utilities of issues 
within their area. Equip them with the tools they 
need to alert the right people.  

DANGER

Can shock, burn, or cause death.
If found open call,
Company Name,
Phone #

Your Logo
Here

High Voltage.
Keep Out!

GOOD BETTER BEST

ELECTROMARK Preferred Asset ID Materials 
APPLICATION

Vinyl Label
N/A Engineer Grade

Reflective Label

SunBright® /
High Intensity

MetalphotoAsset ID

Reflective Materials

Asset identification labels can be printed in two ways, individual 
character labels or pre-printed, one-piece labels. If the number 
sequence has not been determined at the time of order, use 
individual character labels to arrange on-site. If the sequence is 
known, reduce application time and mistakes in the field by 
providing the number pattern. For a cleaner and error-free 
installation, we will print a one-piece label and package them in 
sequential order. One-piece labels come in Engineer Grade, 
High Intensity and SunBright®. For the most durable one-piece 
label, choose Metalphoto. Metalphoto is UV, chemical and 
abrasion resistant; expect it to last 30 years or more.  Add a 
barcode for future data possibilities.

02196021

Property of EL Co.
Milwaukee, WI
1-800-295-8247VB23459

EL

Padmount Transformer Solutions

HAZARD & NON-HAZARD LABELS

        ASSET ID LABELS

MULTI-HAZARD LABELS
Too much clutter can distract from the important 
labels on a transformer. Reduce cabinet clutter 
and create clearer messaging by combining 
multiple hazards onto one label. The Electromark 
interpretation of the ANSI Z535 standard is to use a 
single header to direct the person to the most 
immediate hazard first. However, using multiple 
headers is acceptable too.

Call 1-800-295-8247 or Visit www.electromark.com7



ADHESIVE DIGITS
Use with pocket panels, mounting panels or alone on padmount transformers. Choose the degree of 
reflectivity (Engineer Grade, High Intensity or SunBright®) that best meets your needs. Digits come in a 
variety of colors and sizes.

SUNBRIGHT® REFLECTIVE
Need a high degree of reflectivity? Improve marking
with the high visibility microprisms of SunBright®. 
Three times Engineer Grade’s reflectivity, SunBright® 
out-performs at greater distances, wider angles and 
with lower light sources. Special thick acrylic adhesive
holds quickly and firmly to smooth, clean surfaces.
Available in individual or notebook sheet packaging.

HIGH INTENSITY REFLECTIVE
Higher reflectivity than Engineer Grade with 
twice-as-strong acrylic adhesive that adheres to more 
surfaces, like surface-energy plastics. High intensity 
reflective has low temperature adhesion. Available in 
individual or notebook sheet packaging.

ENGINEER GRADE REFLECTIVE
Most traditional reflective solution with a 10-year 
warranted life. Engineer Grade is a tamper-resistant 
material that shreds with attempted removal.
Available in individual or notebook sheet packaging.

ENLARGED DETAIL

ENLARGED DETAIL

ENLARGED DETAIL

ASSET ID LABELS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

Your Outdoor Identification Experts 8



75 KVA120/240

220
VOLTS4160 VOLTS

CAUTION

FI

REPLACEMENT BUSHING LABELS
Time and use erodes original equipment labeling. 
Bushing labels are a quicker, easier and sharper
alternative to stenciling. Try Engineer Grade 
or clear polyester.

FAULT INDICATOR LABELS
Speed up responses to line faults by spotlighting 
fault indicators on the actual transformer for rapid 
maintenance-work assessment. Custom or 
standard options available.

KVA MARKERS
KVA markers represent the amount of power 
that can run through a transformer without it 
overheating. Distinguish KVA limits with our 
Engineer Grade or High Intensity KVA markers. 
Different colors and sizes are available. 

X1
A1
B1
C1

A2
B2
C2

X1
X2
X3

X4
X0

TRANSFORMER INFORMATION LABELS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

Call 1-800-295-8247 or Visit www.electromark.com9



TRANSFORMER INFORMATION LABELS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

PHASE ROTATION MARKERS
Distinguish the phase rotation order on line 
equipment with our 2-mil polyester phase marker 
label.  Markers are 2” x 2”, with a 40˚F minimum 
application temperature.

TAPS LABELS
Save time for line crews by alerting them that a 
transformer is equipped with TAPS switches. TAPS 
labels are 1.5” x 3.5” and made out of High Intensity 
reflective material. TAPS labels have low-temp 
adhesive and a minimum outdoor life of 10 years.

NORMAL OPEN LABELS
Alert line workers to unmarked switches with normal 
open labels. Clearly mark normal-condition switch 
positions with our N.O. labels. Labels are made with 
SunBright® reflective film in green on silver, or black 
on yellow for maximum visibility. We also offer screen 
printed Normal Open Point labels on Engineer Grade  
material.   

10Your Outdoor Identification Experts



EQUIPMENT TEST LABELS
Keep track of preventative maintenance on 
equipment with our easy to write on polyester labels. 
Available with a self-laminating flap to protect writing 
against smudging, chemicals and abrasion.

REPAIRED BY
INITIALS
DATE

DIELECTRIC FLUID PER FEDERAL POLYCHLORONATED 
BIPHENYL (PCB) REGULATIONS 40 CRF761. DATED
MAY31, 1979. THE PURCHASER SHOULD TAKE THE NECESSARY 
PRECAUTIONS SO THAT PCB CONTAMINATION IS NOT
INTRODUCED DURING FILLING OR MAINTENANCE OF THE
TRANSFROMER

THIS TRANSFORMER WAS FILLED AT THE FACTORY WITH

NON-PCB NON
PCB

PCB / CLEAR
PCB levels within transformers affect how the 
transformer is disposed. Transformers with less than 
50 part per million (ppm) of PCB are classified as 
non-PCB transformers. Declare that your transformer 
liquids are PCB-free with Electromark labels. 

SURFACE PREP 77
When a label is applied to a dirty surface, the dirt 
creates a barrier between the adhesive and the 
application surface resulting in reduced label 
performance. For the best bond, the surface needs 
to be cleaned before the label is applied. Surface 
Prep 77 is non-flammable, non-solvent based surface 
cleaner formulated to beat citrus cleaners in 
removing surface dirt, cutting oils and wax. Available 
in a 5 gallon pails or 32oz spray bottles.

TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE ID LABELS
Help workers quickly identify which transformers or 
control panels to service when a traffic light is in need 
of repair. Labels are 3” x 6” SunBright® reflective. 
Customize by adding with your company name, logo 
and phone number.

TRANSFORMER INFORMATION LABELS
Padmount Transformer Solutions
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CABLE MARKERS
Padmount Transformer Solutions

1 5 0TO

A C

POCKET PANELS
Pocket panels are easier to use than traditional cable 
markers. Pair panels with reflective numbers and digits 
for additional visibility. For smaller, temporary cables or 
secondary cables, use smaller panels that can 
accommodate 3/8” characters.  Primary cables use 
larger pocket panels to accommodate 1”characters. 
Panels can be used in either vertical or horizontal 
orientation.

Suggested Applications: Transformer Interior,
Transformer Exterior, Buried Lines

PHASE ID
Identify the phase cable(s) in a single phase or 
three-phase transformer. A, B and C phase labels 
are available in a number of materials, including
polyethylene, adhesive vinyl, rigid vinyl and
polycarbonate or polycarbonate with reflective.

Suggested Applications: Transformer Interior,
Transformer Exterior.

BLANK URD CABLE TAGS
Customize your URD cable on the spot. Tags are 
available in polyester, polyethylene and polystyrene 
and will conform to cables of any size. Customize your 
tag, then seal in your writing with a laminate flap. For 
a more robust tag try polyethylene or polystyrene.

Suggested Applications: Transformer Interior,
Transformer Exterior, Buried Lines

12Your Outdoor Identification Experts
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4

      White or Reflective Background

Orange or yellow backgrounds can make it 
difficult to read a message. White or reflective 
backgrounds add a contrast between the header 
and message. This design feature is also called 
out in ANSI Z535.

3

1
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DANGER

Will cause severe injury
or death.

High Voltage!

Keep Out!

      Correct Header

Electromark encourages using ANSI Z535 because 
the layout and design provides a clearer, image 
driven message. ANSI Z535 is incorporated as a 
design specification under OSHA and is required 
by the NESC standard.

      Correct Signal Word

The danger signal is often overused, use the 
appropriate hazard level header  (Danger, 
Warning or Caution).

      Clear Symbol to 
Illustrate Hazard

The widely used Shock-In the Box symbol was 
designed by Electromark and has been proven 
more effective than NEMA’s “Mr. Ouch.”  Shock-In 
the Box comes standard in all of our relevant 
stock-label options.

Danger can be used 
on the exterior but 
should always be 
used on the inside of 
the transformer

DANGER

High Voltage!
Keep Out!X

Warning adequately 
depicts the hazard 
level for the exterior 
of a transformer

LABELS CHECKLIST
Padmount Transformer Solutions

WARNING

WARNING
HAZARD OF ELECTRICAL

SHOCK OR BURN
DO NOT BREAK SEAL

CONTACT UTILITY
FOR SERVICEX REMOVING THIS METER

DOES NOT
DISCONNECT ELECTRIC SERVICE

WARNING

METER DISCONNECT
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LABELS CHECKLIST
Padmount Transformer Solutions

Can shock, burn, or
cause death.
If found open or
unlocked, please call
Electromark 800-295-8247.

Hazardous Voltage
Inside

Keep Out!

DANGER

      Left Justify Text

Avoid centered type, especially for longer 
messages. Signs should remain consistent 
with how text is commonly read, from left 
to right. As specified by ANSI Z535 use left 
justified text, avoid all caps by using both 
lower case and upper case letters.

Briefly explain what happens if the 
hazard is not avoided.

           Consequence Statement

      Contact Information

Add emergency telephone number or 
company name and logo.

      Simple 
Avoidance Statement

Use simple statements like “Keep Out!” 
to indicate how to avoid the hazard.

      Durable Long Lasting Material

Choose a material that will hold up to the 
demands of the enviroment.

7
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 © 2016 Electromark. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Call us with any questions or orders and we’ll be happy to help! For more 
marking options visit us at www.electromark.com.

Electromark
P) 800-295-8247
E) customerservice@electromark.com
6555 W. Good Hope Rd. Milwaukee, WI 53223

Your Padmount Transformer 
Marking Experts

Over 45 years of utility industry knowledge enables us to deliver durable, reliable, standard and custom 
padmount transformer marking solutions. The Padmount Transformer Solutions booklet includes a variety of 
products that come custom or standard:

•   Transformer Labels
•   Asset ID
•   Cable Markers

Need help making a decision? We’ll evaluate your needs and guide you to a solution that will work for you.

Y4241927




